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Abstract: One challenging issue in recent trends of distributed environment is workflow scheduling which concentrates on 

satisfying different constraints of quality of service (QoS). The cloud takes application forms for workflow that contains a set of 

tasks which are interdependent and are used to solve enterprise and large scale scientific problems. In cloud environment, the 

workflow scheduling provides broad review of approaches, which are studied comprehensively. Work scheduling article gives 

the analysis of different workflow scheduling methods and their characteristics. Is also perform the classification based on model 

of execution and its objectives. Along with this, recent developments in technology like edge-cloud computing are producing 

new opportunities and requirements for scheduling workflow for background processing tasks like web applications, Internet of-

Things (IoT), and event-driven applications in distributed environment. Workflow scheduling article also gives scheduling of 

workflow in cloud computing trends. At the end, it presents the future research possible direction in creating an effective 

utilization of resource with good performance in tolerating the faults, execution of workload in the platform of heterogeneous 

cloud. 

Keywords: Cloud computing, edge-cloud, evolutionary computation, resource monitoring, resource provisioning, scientific 

workflow, scheduling. 

1. Introduction 

  The most promising and an emerging technology in present is cloud computing. Many different researches 

have been carried out on the cloud computing by several communities (Aarti Singh 2017). It can be used in 

different organizations and many IT companies for creating custom application services. Health care, Genetic 

science and other fields are using cloud computing. Cloud computing technologies are driven by the economies of 

the scale which will give large scale distributed computing. In large scale distributed computing the services and 

resources like storage, computing power, platform etc. are provided based on their demand through the internet 

(Yucong Duan, 2015). Cloud technologies provide three types of services: Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) for 

different hardware computational requirements  , Platform as a service (PaaS) for programming languages and 

frameworks needed for the application /software developments  and Software as a service (SaaS) provides 

application as a service which are ready to use in full-fledge. 

Computational resources like Virtual Machines (VM) are provided to the users of cloud on the basis of demand 

by cloud computing. Optimization of Tasks scheduling is a research area in IaaS Cloud as it is NP-hard problem. 

However resource heterogeneity and autonomous attribute with in the VM execution and Clouds makes it necessary 

for various schemes of task scheduling in IaaS Cloud computing. These schemes are tested and used in order to 

reduce the makespan time, which is directly related to the execution cost of the tasks in environment (Achary R, 

2015; Alkhanak EN, 2015; Srikanth GU, 2015). 

In past few decades, a large amount of data was generated and transmitted to the cloud for the purpose of 

execution by Internet-of-Things (IoT) objects. Because of the massive storage capacity and processing cloud 

computing has become one major paradigms in the distributed environment. On the other hand, sensing data from 

smart items or objects and sending all the data to cloud environment, which is centralized is not much useful. This 

will increase the response time and latency time of the data objects. Again this method will increase wastage of 

resources and energy consuming rate of the server.  To avoid these problems in the environment of centralized 

cloud, an edge-cloud computing pattern is developed by pushing processes to devices of local cloud. The main idea 

of edge-cloud computing is taking the benefit of the end users’ devices which are located locally, and thereby 

increase IoT resources potential. But the Edge-cloud nodes are having limited capacity of resources for the 

execution of tasks. Because of the inbuilt weakness and strengths both cloud and edge-cloud devices cannot handle 

the above-mentioned problems efficiently. But hierarchical model of the edge-cloud along with the cloud 

architecture satisfies different objectives of real-time applications. Also they build sustainable infrastructure for the 

IoT.  The IoT applications are represented in the form of workflow which can be efficiently executed in the edge-

cloud with cloud hierarchical model compared to centralized cloud data center. 

The providers of cloud will receive an application in the form of a direct acyclic graph (DAG), which is also 

known as workflow (Kahina Bessai, 2012). These workflows are characterized as model for various engineering 

and scientific problems. Each workflow needs enormous number of computing resources to complete the task 

executions with in limited time. Because of diversity in the applications, specific opportunities and challenges have 

to be developed for the workflow scheduling. Every workflow task has fixed requirement of resources. Big tasks of 

the workflow will consume more resources while the small tasks will consume fewer resources for execution in 
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cloud data center leading to higher make span and improper management of resources. One more significant 

characteristic of scheduling workflow is to satisfy the multiple QoS constraints such as budget and deadline of the 

workflow. A main concentration of cloud providers is to finish the execution of workflow within the given deadline 

and meet the constraint of the budget. The scheduler will select the best-fit resources for the tasks to reduce the time 

for execution and to boost the utilization of the resources like cache, energy resource. 

Scheduling of workflow was extensively studied in the cloud environment (Deepak Poola, 2017; Reihaneh 

Khorsand, 2017). The review varies from existing strategies in several ways. First, review papers that are existing, 

discusses strategies of the different workflow scheduling. But the current article discusses both the strategies and 

the solution that can be provided for the cloud workflow managing system. Second, article discusses different 

dynamic, static and the metaheuristic-based workflow scheduling strategies. There are no complete surveys or 

reviews that clearly discuss workflow scheduling strategies in different infrastructures of cloud like edge-cloud 

model and IaaS. So this review concentrates on the different scheduling strategies of workflow in cloud 

environment and emerging trends of the distributed environment. 

The significance of the work: 

• Introduce a cloud workflow management system and summarize the recent advances in workflow 

scheduling strategy. 

• Provide analysis of methods, modalities, strengths, and weaknesses of the existing workflow 

scheduling strategies. 

• Presented possible research direction for utilize resource more efficient with fault tolerance guarantee 

for executing scientific workloads.  

The paper is arranged as follows. In section II, discusses about the workflow management and taxonomy of 

workflows. In III, study about various existing workload scheduling mechanism on cloud and edge-cloud 

environment. Section IV highlights the various future issues and challenges that must be addressed for building 

efficient workflow management technique. In section V, problem statement and possible solution for building 

efficient workload management model in cloud environment is presented. Lastly, the survey is concluded with 

future research direction. 
 

2. Workflow Management and Taxonomy of Workflow Model 

The workflow management system uses servers (Suraj Pandey, 2011) for execution and management of 

the workflows. The users submit the task in the form of workflow to the cloud provider. The workflows are 

produced by workflow generators like Pegasus group (Ewa Deelman, 2005), ASKALON (Thomas Fahringer, 

2005), and others. The workflow requests are received by the admission controller of cloud data center. The 

admission controller admits the requests if resources are available. The admission controller gives workflows to 

the workflow engine. Resource provisioner, data movement controller, and fault management are the three 

important components of the workflow engine. Resource provisioner selects the suitable resources from the 

available resources for the given tasks. It also deploys tasks to the selected resources. The data movements 

between the resources are monitored by the data movement controller. During the system failure or exception 

handling the fault manager will provide the mechanism for fault handling. In addition, workflow engine gives 

feedback to workflow monitor for periodically monitoring the status of the workflow execution. The detailed 

information regarding currently executing workflows and the availability of the resources in the cloud data center 

are maintained at the information service center. The system manager will monitor the availability of resources 

and stores information on resource information service. Finally, the tasks are deployed to the cloud computing 

resources by workflow engine. 
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Fig. 1. Workflow management system 

The workflow scheduling models broadly classified into two categories: Synthetic workflow models and 

scientific workflow models. Synthetic workflows contain the information that are artificially manufactured rather 

than generated real-world events. Synthetic workflow is created algorithmically and used for testing various 

scheduling strategies in a distributed environment. However, scientific workflows are being used today in various 

large-scale scientific processes. The workflows are generally inspired by nature and our environment, and each has 

a different structure. The detail of the workflow models is discussed as follows. 

The workflow scheduling models are majorly divided into two types: Synthetic workflow models and scientific 

workflow models. Synthetic workflows consist of the information that are artificially created rather than created by 

real-world events.  These models are algorithmically created and are used in testing different scheduling strategies 

in the distributed environment. On the other hand scientific workflows are used in different large-scale scientific 

processes. The workflows are generally induced by our environment and nature, and each has a diverse structure. 

The details of the workflow models are given below: 

2. 1 Synthetic Workflow Models: 

Based on the flow of execution of tasks, workflow applications are divided into many forms like Parallel 

workflow, Sequential workflow, Rules-Driven workflow, State-Machine workflow (Gideon Juve, 2011). In parallel 

workflow, two or more than two tasks are executed in parallel order. The execution of one set of tasks is 

independent from the execution of another set of the tasks in workflow. In sequential workflow, every task depends 

on the immediate predecessor task of it,and the workflow always moves forward without going back. Also, it is not 

possible for the workflow to trace the path back to a task which is already completed. 

2. 2 Scientific Workflow Models:  
There are many widely used scientific workflows with various structures and different computational 

characteristics (Duncan A 2007). Depending on the user application nature, scientific workflows can be CPU, 

memory or I/O intensive (G. B. Berriman, 2006). CPU intensive workflows will spend maximum time in execution 

of tasks on processors. But the memory-intensive workflows need large physical memory to save the data on server. 
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I/O-intensive workflows spend maximum time in doing an input operation and an output operation on server. The 

scientific workflows are characterized into following categories. 

Epigenomics workflow:  Based on the concept of the bioinformatics that automates the execution of various 

genome-sequence operations, the Epigenomics workflow is generated. USC Epigenome Center and the Pegasus 

Team have developed the Epigenomics. Here almost the all tasks require low utilization of I/O and high utilization 

of CPU. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Epigenomics workflow 

Cyber-Shake workflow: - It is used to describe earthquake hazards by the Southern California Earthquake 

Center (SCEC) (Robert Graves, 2011). To provide the automation robustness and reliability required to reach the 

essential computational scale Cyber Shake relies on scientific workflows. It characterizes earthquake hazards by 

producing synthetic seismograms. Here the tasks in the workflow use high CPU intensive and large memory for the 

execution tasks. 
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Fig. 3. Cybershake Workflow 

SIPHIT workflow: sRNA Identification Protocol using High-throughput Technology is the expansion of 

SIPHIT. This workflow is produced by a researcher in Harvard University. It is based on small untranslated RNAs 

(sRNAs) which control many bacteria processes like virulence and secretion (Jonathan Livny, 2008). The major job 

of this workflow is encoding and decoding of genes in all bacterial replicas which are stored in National Center for 

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database. Almost all the tasks of this workflow have high memory and low 

CPU utilization. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. SIPHIT workflow. 
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In the present years, based on the above-mentioned scientific workflows performances strategies of workflow 

scheduling are evaluated. These scientific workflows are produced by using Workflow Generator tool given by the 

ASKALON, Cloudbus, Pegasus group and others, that uses real executions traces to create synthetic workflows. 

3. Literature Survey 

The survey of different workflow scheduling algorithms in cloud computing environment is given in this 

section. The different workflow scheduling algorithms are mainly divided into heuristic-based, meta-heuristic 

based, deadline-aware, SLA aware and evolutionary based methodologies. 

3. 1 Heuristic based workflow scheduling algorithm 

Several existing approaches are considered heuristic methods for task duplication, clustering and scheduling. 

Some examples are: In (H. Topcuoglu, 2012) proposed an algorithm for task clustering without duplication called 

CASS-II. This algorithm is compared with DSC in terms of both solution quality and speed. In (H. M. Fard, 2012) 

proposed scheduling mechanism for heterogeneous network which is based on task duplication. In (D. Shue, 2005) 

proposed a Heterogeneous Earliest finish time (HEFT) scheduling technique which is used in single work flow. In  

they have proposed a multi-objective heuristic scheduling for the grid and the cloud environment. Because of the 

unpredictable performance, these scheduling algorithms are not appropriate for the multi-tenant cloud environment.  

Unpredictable performance is due to the fact that tenant may opt for performance isolation and some may prefer 

best effort behaviour. In they showed that, in-time approximated results are preferred in real- time application 

domains, rather than accurate - but too much delayed - results. Here in this work we are proposing a deployment 

approach which exploits heterogeneity given by AMP architectures and the tolerance approximation is given by the 

applications such that quality of the results is increased as much as possible, provided timing and energy 

constraints. First an optimal approach based on problem linearization and decomposition is proposed. Next, a 

heuristic approach based on iteration relaxation of the optimal version is developed. The results show that 16.3% of 

reduction in computation time is achieved in comparison with the conventional optimal approaches. 

3.2 Deadline-aware workload scheduling methodologies 

In (Q. Zhu 2012), the authors have adopted Q-learning based learning model to meet the user defined deadline 

for particular application requirement. Deadline constraint weather forecasting system and a heuristic model based 

on grid scheduling model is proposed in (K. Plankensteiner, 2012) respectively. Scheduling strategies for single 

workflow instance for IaaS cloud platform is presented in (S. Abrishami, 2015) . But these models not considered 

the multi-tenant cloud environment. 

3.3 SLA aware workload scheduling methodologies: 

The authors of (Zhou, 2018) presented joint optimization of cost and makespan of scheduling workflows in IaaS 

clouds. They modeled workflow scheduling scheme. A fuzzy dominance sort based heterogeneous earliest-finish-

time (FDHEFT) algorithm is developed. This algorithm integrates closely with the fuzzy dominance sort 

mechanism with the list scheduling heuristic HEFT.  

Efficacy of the schemes developed was demonstrated by the experiments using the synthetic and real-world 

workflows. Their schemes have achieved better cost-makespan tradeoff than the state-of-art algorithms. In (Zhou, 

2019) the authors proposed two workflow scheduling approaches which are efficient for hybrid clouds such that 

both makespan and monetary cost are considered. In specific, first designed a single-objective workflow scheduling 

optimization approach called DCOH (deadline-constrained cost optimization for hybrid clouds) is modeled for 

reducing the monetary cost of scheduling workflows with deadline constraint. Next they modeled a multi-objective 

workflow scheduling optimization approach called MOH (multi-objective optimization for hybrid clouds) for 

minimizing monetary cost and makespan of scheduling work- flows simultaneously, which is based on DCOH. To 

validate the effectiveness of DCOH and MOH extensive simulation experiments were conducted. These simulation 

experiments indicate that, reduction in the monetary cost for users is achieved by using DCOH approach under the 

same deadline constraint as compared to other competing algorithms. Also MOH approach can achieve better cost-

makespan trade-offs solutions in comparison with the other competing algorithms. 

3.4 Energy aware workload scheduling methodologies: 

In (G. Xie, 2019), the authors tried to minimize the energy consumption of a deadline constrained parallel 

application in a heterogeneous cloud computing system by turning off the as many as processors as possible and 

integrating the tasks on less number of processors. But they come to the conclusion that turning off as many 

processors as possible does not essentially lead to minimization of total energy consumption. Here they introduced 

an energy-aware processor merging (EPM) algorithm to select the most effective processor to turn off from the 

energy saving perspective, and quick EPM (QEPM) algorithm for reducing the complexity in computation of EPM. 

Experiments are conducted on real and randomly generated parallel applications to validate EPM and QEPM 

algorithms. The results infer that these algorithms are able to save more energy when compared to the existing 

methods at different scales, parallelism, and heterogeneity degrees. In (Z. Li, 2018) the authors proposed a cost and 

energy aware scheduling (CEAS) algorithm for cloud scheduler for minimizing execution cost of workflow and 

minimize the energy consumption while satisfying deadline constraints. The CEAS algorithm has five sub-
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algorithms. First virtual machine (VM) selection algorithm applies cost utility concept to map tasks to their optimal 

VM types by the constraint of sub-makespan. Then, to reduce consumption of energy by workflow and to minimize 

the cost of execution two tasks merging methods are employed. Next, VM reuse policy is proposed to reuse the idle 

VM instances which have been leased. Based on time complexity analysis, they come to the conclusion that each 

sub-algorithm is having polynomial time complexity. The CEAS algorithm had better performance when compared 

to the related other well-known approaches. 

In (Wen, 2019), the authors proposed an algorithm by name ECIB for scheduling instance-intensive IoT 

workflows with batch processing in clouds. The aim of this algorithm is to reduce cost of execution and to improve 

efficiency of energy utilization while satisfying deadline requirements. In specific they gave a prediction based 

approach for guiding how to manage the resources by historical data and CPU usage prediction results from the 

physical machines. Next, the two approaches to scale down or scale up the VM resources for optimizing the 

consumption of energy in the cloud data centers. Further they adopted strategy of batch processing for merging 

some activity instances of similar type for reducing the cost of execution by cloud users and to improve the 

utilization of resources for cloud data centers. In (Garg, R., 2019) the authors addressed an issue of reliability for 

the mission critical applications. In this they proposed an algorithm for scheduling called the reliability and energy 

efficient workflow scheduling algorithm. This algorithm optimizes application lifetime reliability together with 

consumption of energy and guarantees the QoS constraint that is specified by the users. The proposed algorithm by 

the authors has four phases: calculation of priority, task clusterization, target time distribution and assigning a 

cluster to processing element along with suitable levels of voltage/frequency. Simulation results are produced by 

using Gaussian Elimination task graphs and randomly generated task graphs. These results show that the presented 

approach is more effective in optimization of application lifetime reliability together with consumption of energy 

when compared to other existing algorithms. 

3.5 Meta-heuristic and Machine learning algorithm based workload scheduling methodologies: 

Meta-heuristic and Machine learning algorithm based workload scheduling methodologies: Here literature 

review of different existing meta-heuristic methodologies modeled for execution of workload in cloud computing 

environment is given. The authors of (S. Pandey, 2010; M. A. Rodriguez2014) presented a scheduling technique 

based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) for reducing the cost of workflow execution in cloud environment. In 

(Z. Wu, 2013), the authors (H. M. Fard 2015) implemented an optimization of genetic algorithm (GA), Ant colony 

optimization (ACO) and PSO for reducing the cost of workflow execution in cloud environment. The authors of (G. 

Juve, 2009) presented a dynamic scheduling and pricing model for single query in multi-cloud platform and it is 

compared with the traditional model multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, i.e., SPEA2 and NSGA-II. All these 

models were designed for optimization in grid environment and increase the computation overhead. So these 

models are not appropriate for using with large workflow application. The authors of (Chunlin, L., 2019) studied 

public cloud environment for performance and cost involved in computation. Based on their analysis they proved 

that amazon EC2 is not appropriate for I/O intensive application (NASA HPC cluster) due to the lack of parallel 

heterogeneous computing platform. In (Li, C., 2019), the authors addressed many challenges related to hybrid cloud 

environment. Some of the challenges are with minimum cost of monetary   how to deploy a new application, 

heterogeneous jobs, and different cloud providers. They proposed an efficient job scheduling strategy for 

heterogeneous workloads in private cloud that can ensure the maximum resource utilization. In addition, the task 

scheduling method which is based on BP neural network in hybrid cloud is presented for ensuring that the tasks are 

completed within the deadline mentioned by user. From the experimental results it is proved that job response time 

can be reduced and throughput of cluster can be improved by efficient job scheduling approach. The task 

scheduling approach can boost the QoS satisfaction rate, reduce the public cloud cost and also minimizes the tasks 

response time. Presorted locality aware scheduling is presented by the authors of (J. Jin, 2011) for improving 

performance of the system. But they did not carried out any work about evaluation on dynamic real world 

workload. 

The similar works are presented by the authors of(D. Yuan, 2010) and proposed a data placement approach in 

the scientific cloud workflows by adopting k-mean clustering. In (Zhu,2015), the authors stressed such 

complications, and model the workflow scheduling problem which can optimize both cost and makes pan as a 

Multi-objective Optimization Problem (MOP) for Cloud environments. An Evolutionary Multi-objective 

Optimization (EMO)-based algorithm is proposed by us to provide solution for the problem of workflow scheduling 

on an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform. In this algorithm a unique scheme for fitness evaluation and 

genetic operators, problem specific encoding and population initialization are presented. Based on the extensive 

experimental results on real world workflows and randomly generated workflows show that, scheduling done by 

our proposed evolutionary algorithm is more stable on all most all the workflows with the instance-based IaaS 

computation and pricing models. The authors of (A. . Rehman  Syed S. 2018) showed that along with the 

optimization of the traditional goals such as budget, makes pan and deadline in workflow scheduling if green aspect 

of cloud, (i.e., consumption of energy) is considered it will increase the complexity of the problem. Additionally, 

matching all the interest of stakeholders simultaneously is very difficult as the stakeholder’s interests of cloud are 
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conflicting. Hence they proposed a Multi‐Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) in cloud environment for 

workflow scheduling. This algorithm has considered the interest of cloud stakeholders that are conflicting for 

optimization and gave a solution. This solution considered the deadline and budget constraints to minimizes the 

makes pan. It also provides an energy efficient solution by using dynamic voltage frequency scaling and a gap 

search algorithm for optimizing the utilization of resources of cloud. This model helped to utilize the resources in a 

more efficient manner (Sardaraz M, 2020). 

 It is observed in (Abdulhamid SM, 2016), that whenever it is studied with the abundant resources for the 

execution, it has demonstrated than an ideal correlation among the available resources and the upcoming task for 

the necessary program for execution. But the programming model under execution with the intermediate results 

upon the completion of the NP as a nearest substitute. But in case of the data scheduling in the appropriate cloud 

computing IaaS layer for the NP complete problem. The significant feature of this kind of the design issue does not 

exist a perfect solution to be discovered. The NP complete design issues can be easily solved by the two various 

strategies namely non-heuristic and heuristic methods (El-Sisi AB 2014).  The obtained results are achieved with 

the orientation with the scheduler by incorporating the various scheduling algorithms, whereas these algorithms will 

not directly impact on the kind of the non-centralized control systems and hence related to the corresponding 

agents. Hence there exists a demand for the exact scheduling policy such as to directly address the issues of the task 

scheduling in the significant programming environments (Shanahan HP, 2014) for the facilitation of the cloud 

scheduling. The LCA based approach is a non-heuristic optimization strategic working on the number of the 

datasets which is proposed in (Kashan HA. 2009). For performing the synthetic based approach for the building of 

the few simple idealized protocols of execution for the dependent algorithm based on the computer intelligence, 

which is done based on the few relative results of the round robin resource table for the attainment. A supportive 

study for the various topics of the LCA is presented in (Abdulhamid SM, 2015). An interesting spike in this domain 

of LCA has resulted in the significant results for the proposed scheme of non-centric heuristic approach which 

impress the scheduling issues of the various cloud computing environment. Hence this novel research exhibits the 

specific required approach for the various scheduling process of the cloud using GBLCA technique of optimal 

solution for the improvement with continuation of the previously existing reference papers (Abdulhamid SM, 2014) 

with the enhanced results and performance.       

Contemporary models on Reinforcement learning (RL) and game-theoretic and their methodologies are 

extensively applied to scheduling problems capable of handling multi-constraint scenarios (D. P. Bertsekas, 2018; 

L. Xue 2018; H. Wang 2017; R. Duan, 2014). The acceptance is widely obtained to use the concept of equilibrium 

in game theories and also it finds high potential in training methodologies designed for multi-agent scenario, 

capable of dealing multi-objective and multi-constraint problem optimization techniques. D. Cui, 2016 presents a 

game algorithm designed using sequential cooperative methodologies for make-span optimization and cost effective 

and it also fulfills constraints for work-flow schedule in large-scale. (Cui 2018) presents a supplement for learning 

based method for varieties of work-flow scheduling, having different levels of priorities based on individual 

necessity available in the cloud. Within present an algorithm for admission-control and distributed load-balancing 

on the basis of game-theoretic method designed using fuzzy logic, at enormously big data handling in SaaS clouds. 

In (W. Jiahao, 2018) presents an upgraded algorithm using Q-learning having weighted fitness function of valuation 

for optimization of load-balancing and time in cloud computing. However, the model is not evaluated considering 

modern scientific work flows. This work further states research issues and challenges that must be met in future for 

executing scientific workload. 

4. Future Issues and Challenges in Workflow Scheduling in Heterogeneous Cloud Environment 

In the present section, we are discussing in detail regarding the various relevant and dependable pathway for the 

continued work for the present work of scheduling in workflow for the various cloud heterogeneous environment. 

4.1 Task Scheduling with resource constraint: 
The major concern of the cloud computing is to efficiently utilize the data available in the cloud data center for 

meeting of the different quality of service. The requirements of resources in any cloud computing services will have 
specific size and contiguous stages for different applications of different users these parameters are to be mentioned 
in the initial stages of development. Deadline and response time will vary with vary in application. Aim of the 
assigning task with diminished requirements of resources is to search for suitable scheduling which in turn 
increases the parallelism of tasks and also maximize the server's resource utilization. 
4.2 Dynamic QoS constraint: 

Raising demands and availability of variety of resources at cloud computational methods will increase difficulty 

for algorithms designed using heuristic approach, this results in the difficulty to prediction of QoS requirements. 

Static QoS requirements are used in many distributed environment to accomplish tasks. The use of static QoS 

requirement may not suitable for the unstable cloud environment working in an dynamical way. To address this 

issue of unstable cloud environment a well suitable method is required than static QoS requirements, capable of 

better performance with available resources provided by cloud service providers and work in a dynamical way. For 

instance, deadline assigning is to be adjourned, if the task need 21 minutes to complete the workflow, the service  
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provider will have an option of allocating some time bound to execute the work-flow completely. Effective 

utilization of resources for computing available in the data center of cloud service provider we need to make use of 

QoS in an dynamic way this will in turn handle multiple objectives of the application.   

4.3 Workload forecasting and makespan modelling:   

To handle the QoS parameters effectively we make use of large-scale heterogeneous system in cloud computing 

systems. Moreover, to know the pattern and characteristics of workload on the servers used in the cloud data center 

is more difficult task to enhance condition of operations in cloud computing and resource utilization. Workload 

analysis and projection of target server for execution of the tasks on the basis of real world parameters like memory 

and CPU usage have to investigate with at most urgency, to know the work load characteristics impact on the cloud. 

Dynamic nature of cloud is required to put forward prediction of performance of workloads to choose much 

suitable target server and also to get runtime estimation of tasks requested by the user. Performance model value 

depends on the work-flow computation time, previous usage of resources like CPU and memory usage, rate of 

performance of the resources and so on. This method will assist to choose the suitable fit target server for work-

flow and maximum utilization of resources of the server. 
4.4 Incorporating multiple virtual machine characteristics:   

Currently used strategies for scheduling make use of in depth computations and developers make use of VM 

instances with respect to capacity of the CPU. Moreover, vital cloud computing parameters like disk usage and 

memory are not considered. For applications with high I/O intensive or memory intensive applications these work-

flow properties are valid. For instance, to meet the goal various machine-learning methods are used and the work-

flow necessities of storage to fit the data analytically. So, the developers are concentrating on different types of 

resources of computing and also address work-flow analytically. So the developers must focus on defining the VM 

instances of various types of computing resources. The performance of the system may have its effect and cost, 

execution time also could have its effects when designing an work-flow execution application. So there is need for 

the developers to design different dynamic or heuristic approaches for suitable fit VM instances on the basis of the 

manifold resource requirements. 

4.5 Workflow Fault-Tolerance and Dependability: 

To handle the failure mechanisms different techniques of work-flow mechanisms with fault-tolerance are 

proposed to tackle work-flow execution with relatively reliable and availability, but still dependable on supporting 

big data work-flow increases complexity. Factors like execution environments and its lengthy execution processes 

will have its effect on the dynamism of such workflows. Generally, handling the failures that occurred requires first 

catching the error, identifying its source, then reducing its impact and finally taking the appropriate actions to 

recover from it. Considering a "Cloud of clouds" environment, achieving those tasks is even harder due not only to 

the characteristics of big data and big data workflow, but also because of the characteristics of such environments. 

4.6 Energy efficiency workflow execution: 

Employing cloud computing needs multiple server’s varieties from hundreds to thousands these servers power 

consumption is much more and power purchase cost is also high, this power consumption will also harm the 

environment. Moreover, concept of visualization is a vital method used in cloud, this will increase handling of tasks 

using parallelism in cloud data center. To handle task execution in parallel order, many virtual machines are 

employed in cloud data center according to their resource capacity. There arises the necessity to design more 

energy-efficient virtual machine to schedule the task is more challenging in cloud domain for minimization of 

consumption of energy in cloud data center without varying  QoS constraints like budget constraints and deadline. 

To maximizing the profit of cloud data center, much energy efficient strategies are used one such strategy is 

minimization of consumption of energy by placing the virtual machines such that it makes use of part of the server 

available in the data cloud center. 

4.7 Resource forecasting and workload execution: 
Normally while scheduling the work-flow current load on the resources are not considered during the task 

deployment strategies. Furthermore, choosing of more convenient resources like processing element and cache for 
execution of the task without affecting the QoS requirements may be the considerable problem because of their 
dynamic in nature. To avoid and improve the mentioned challenges, work-flow scheduling task is to be done by 
resource prediction. Based on the resource availability and server loads prediction of resource is done that may help 
to get the more suitable server at each instance may get improved accuracy and performance of the system. The 
other vital issue is superior resource prediction may meet the variety of scheduling objectives without affecting the 
QoS constraints.  

 In next section this work presents problems statement considering above future open issues and challenges in 
building effective and fault-tolerant workload scheduling methodology for heterogeneous cloud computational 
environment.   

 

5. Problem Statement and Possible Solution to Design Resource Efficient and Fault Tolerant Workload 

Scheduling Algorithm for Multicore Processing Environment 
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 NoC (Network on Chip) has been extensively used in modern multi-core processors (mainly in servers of cloud 

computing) and System-on-Chips (SoC), as a flexible and scalable solution to the extensive integration of additional 

components in the chips. furthermore, a main concern is energy-efficiency, performance, fault tolerant and 

reliability necessity of computing system using big data, we imagine self-aware multi-core architectures will adapt 

automatically, the behavior accommodate the necessities of users/applications, energy constraints  and performance 

and also availability of the resources. This adaptivity can span all the way from the application (e.g., task 

mapping/scheduling) to the core (e.g., DVFS/power-gating) to the interconnect fabric (e.g., routing). 
  Many developers are mainly concentrating on performance and neglecting the energy conservation in 

environment of cloud computing, so many more efficient power management technologies are implemented by 
many developers for power dissipation reduction and help to maintain environment, it also improves the 
performance. Moreover, the interaction cost between the inter-processors will increase for these power efficient 
technologies. However, the technologies may not provide satisfactory results and consumption of energy in cloud 
computing devices may not be minimized noticeably due to  extensive use of routing, memory utilization etc.   

Inter-processor communication cost is very high using existing techniques as well as these algorithms are rely 

upon classic model which is not realistic. Therefore, existing algorithms are inaccurate and not able to reduce 

energy consumptions. So, a balanced scheduling with novel approach with DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and 

Frequency Scaling) is developed for cloud computing needs. This modeled to maintain trade-off between energy 

consumption and system performance, for cloud multi-core architectures. Further, effective utilization i.e. 

minimizing last level cache failure will further enhance system performance and reduce energy consumption. Thus, 

the research work aimed at designing fault-tolerant workload scheduling algorithm.        

6. Conclusion 

The proposed work is on strategies and various work-flow schedule designed with the in depth analysis on 

cloud environment. To be more precise, the method is on the scheduling techniques to execute after scheduling the 

enterprise and scientific work-flow in edge-cloud and cloud model. This work is based on a taxonomic survey 

based on different work-flow models and strategically scheduling. The work-flow is classified broadly into two 

categories, scientific work-flow and synthetic work-flow. The problems and applications of scientific in nature are 

designed on the basis of different scientific work-flows. Furthermore, to test data sheets and design applications of 

the users synthetic work-flow strategies are used. We are also ponder about different types of scheduling objectives 

and also their advantages in a cloud environment. The execution model is to be elaborated with in the cloud 

computing environment. This is done in parallel knowing the disadvantages and advantages of different work-flow 

scheduling algorithms. Lastly, present the future research direction in building efficient solution of workload 

management technique. Future work would consider developing efficient workload management technique 

adopting mete-heuristic approach and evaluate its performance considering real-time scientific applications. 
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